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                A Trial Production on the Integral II

                               Yoshiaki HAyAs'Hi*

                                               '
                           (Received Novernber 30, 1962)

                                      tt                                                                        '                                 t. . t ., ., ..,
    In this paper, we define the DC-integral and D*C-integral by para absolutely con-

tinuous functions (ACP functions and ACP* functions) and study properties of the DC-

integral and the D*C-integral. If a function f(x)' iS DC (or D*C)-integrable, the value

of the DC (or D*C)-integral of f(x) is unique. If a function f(x) is D*C-integrable on

,an interval T', then f(x) is DC-integrable on I, and (DC)S, f(x)dx==(D*C)S, f(X)Cix･

But there is a function which is DC-integrable and is not D*C-integrable. If almost every-

where f(x)=:g(x) in an interval l, and if f(x) is DC (or D*C)-integrable on I, then

g(x) is also DC (or D*C)-integrable on I, and (DC)S, f(x)dx=(DC)g, g(x)dx (or

'(D*C)S, f(x)tlt=(D*C)S, g(x)`lx)･ If both f(x) and g(x) are DC-integrab16 on L then,

for any pair (ce, B) of constants, evf(x)-FBg(x) is DC-integrable on L and

          (DC)S,(crf(x)+Bg(x))dx =cr'(DC)S, f(x)dx+B･(DC)S, g(x)dx.

The same proposition with D*C in place of DC in the above holds good, too. If f(x) is

DC (or D*C)-integrable on an interval L then f(x) is DC (or D*C)-integrable on the

interval Ea. b] for any a, bE(I-A), where A is a enumerable** set. If f(x) is DC-in-

tegrable on each of two intervals [a, c] and [c, b], then f(x) is DC-integrable on [a, b]

and (DC)SZ f(x)=:(DC)Se. f(x)dx+(DC)g: f(x)dx. The same proposition with D*C in

place of DC in the avobe holds good, too. A function f(x) which is fS) (or EIS>*)-integra-

hle*** on I is DC (or D*C)-integrable on I and we have (DC)S, f(x)dx==(ED)S, f(x)cix

<or (D*C)S, f(x)du=(EIS5*)S, f(x)dx)･ If f(x) has the principal value on DC-integral

                      'on an interval [a, b], -i.e. if there exists /joom((DC)S:-Ef(x)cix+(DC)Si.,f(x)dx) for a

point c(a<c<b), then f(x) is DC-integrable on [a. b] and

      (DC)Si f(x)dx-=/i.IR((DC)g:-Ef(x)dx+(DC)S:.,f(x)tlx.,

The same proposition with D*C in place of DC in the above holds good, too.

    Throughout this paper, all functions are 1-valued, real valued, and real variable fun-

ctions, and, open sets and closed sets meen open sets and closed sets in the space consist-

ing of all real numbers respectively unless otherwise specified. The closed interval {xl

aE{::xs{gb} and the open interval {xIa<x<b} are represented by [a, b] and (a, b) respectively.

    * Department of Mathematics, College of Gencral Education.

    ** enumeable or finite.

   *** D-integrable=Denjoy integrable in the wide sense.

      D*-integrable=Denjoy integrable in the restricted sense.



                      4. DC-integral and D*C-integral

Theorern 4.1. Ajunction F(x) which is ACP* on [a, b] almast eve2ywhere op-

proximately derivable** in [a, b].

[Proof] Let Ao be the non-valued domain of 17(x) and Gi(i=1, 2, 3, ･･･) be open sets

such that GiC(a, b) & Gi)Ao & mGi->O (i.oo). Since F(x) is ACP on [a, b], there

is a function Fi(x) which is ACG on [a, b] such that Fi(x)==F(x) for every xE[a, b]

--
Gi. Set Ei---[a,b]--Gi, then almost all the points of Ei are points of density for Ei.

Since F(x)= Fi(x) for every xEElr, F(x) is apploximately derivable at almost all xEEi.

Hence F(x) is approximately derivable at almost al! xEV. Ei. As m([a, b]-Y. Ei)==O,

F(x) is approximately derivable at almost all xe [a, b].

Theorem 4.2. Let F(x) and G(x) be two junctions which are ACP on [a, b], and

set ¢(x)=:F(x)+G(x)****, then almost eveitywhere ¢'ap(x)==F'ap(x)+G'ap(x) in [a, b].

 [Proof] Each of F(x) and G(x) is almost everywhere approximately derivable in [a, b].

Set A=={xlF(x) is approximately derivable at x} and B={xlG(x) is apploximately

derivable at x}, then m([a, b]-(AnB))=O. And O(x) is approximately derivable and

orap(x) =F'ap(x)+G'ap(x) at each xe(AnB).

Theorem 4.2'. Let F(x) and G(x) be two junctions which are ACP* on [a, b],

and set ¢(x)=F(x)+G(x), then almost evei ywhere ¢'(x)==F'(x)+G'(x) in [a, b].

Definition 4.1. A function f(x) is termed DC-integrable on an interval I if there is a

function F(x) which is ACP on I and which has almost everywhere F'ap(x)==f(x).

Definition 4. 1'. A function f(x) is termed D*C-integrable on an interval I if there is a

function F(x) which is ACP* on l and which has almost everywhere F'(x)=f(x).

Definition 4.2. F(x) in Definition 4.1 is called indefinite DC-integral of f(x) on L

 Definition 4.2'. F(x) in Definition 4. 1' is called indefinite D*C-integral of f(x) on L

 Theorem 4.3. Let f(x) be a junction which is DC-intagrable on [a, b]. I]1' both

 F(x) and ¢(x) are indojinite DC-integrals of ]e(x) on [a, b], then we have

           F(b) -F(a) == e(b) - ¢(a).

 [Proof] Set

           T(x) == F(x) -¢(x),

 then y(x) is ACP on [a, b]*****. And, for almost all xE[a, b],

     * Cf. [2].
    ** Let f(x) be a measurable function defined on a measurable set E and let xo be a point of

       density for E. If xe is a point of density for {x[l-GgF(x)-F(xo) x-xo f{;l+e, xEE} for
       a number l and any e>O, then l is called the approximatly derivatiue of f(x) at xD and

       we denote it by fap(x)=l.

    *** mA is the measur of A.
   **** Cf. [2], Definition 2.4.

  ***** Cf. [2], Theorem 35.
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           Y'ap (X) == F'ap(X) - e'ap(X)*.

 And, from the assumption,

           F'.p(x)==f(x) a.e. in [a, b],

           O'ap(x)=f(x) a.e. in [a, b].

Hence we have

           q'ap(x)FO a.e. in [a, b].

Hence v(x) is a constant.** Hence we have

                  v(b)-T(a)==O '

Hence

           (F(b) -- ¢(b) ) - (F(a) --- ¢(a) ) =O.

Hence we have

          F(b)-F(a)==¢(b)-¢(a). Q.E.D.

    By a similar argument, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3'. Let f(x) be a .fttnction which is D*C-integrable on [a, b]. 111e both

F(x) and ¢(x) are indofnite D*C-integrals of f(hr), then

     , F(b) -F(a)= ¢(b) -¢(a).
                                                         '
Difinition 4.3. Let f(x) be a function which is DC-integrable on l= [a, b] and F(x)

obfe fa(;n)deofivglteiDanCd'iE.gegdreaniotOefdfgyX) On L Then, F(b)mF(a) is termed definite Dc-integrai

          (DC)S, f<x)dx or (DC)S: f(x)dx.

Definition 4.3'. Let f(x) be a function which is D*C-integrable on l== [a, b] and F(x)

be a indefinite D*C-integrals of f(x) on Z. Then, F(b)-.F(a) is termed definite D*C-

integral of f(x) over I and is denoted by

          (D*C)S, f(x)dx or (D*C)S: f(x)dx.

Theorem 4.4. 1]1" f(x) [is D*C-integrable ron [a, b], then f(x) is DC-integrable on

[a, b] and t･            '
            (DC)S: f(x) =(D*C)S: f(x)dx.

[Proof] From definitions. '
Theorem 4.5. Let f(x) and g(x) be two functions each of which is dofned almost

everywhere in an interval L 111e almost everywhere f(x)=g(x) in I and ije f(x) is

    * Cf. Theorem 4.1
   "* Cf. [2] Theorem 3.12.
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DC-integrable on L then g(x) is also DC-integrable on I and

            (DC)i, f(x)dx= (DC)i, g(x･)dx.

    The same ProPosition with D*C in Place of DC holds good, too.

"Theorem 4.6. lf two functions f(x) and g(x) are DC-integrable on an interval L

then any linear combination af(x)+bg(x) of these junctions is DC-integrable on I

.and we have

           (DC)S, (af(x)+bg(x))dx==a(DC)S, f(x)dx+b(DC)S, g(x)dx.

    The same proPosition with D*C in Place of DC holds good, too.

 [Proof] Let F(x) and G(x) be indefinite DC-integrals of f(x) and g(x) on Irespective-

ly. Then, ¢(x)==a,F(x)+bG(x) is ACP on Iand we have

           ¢'sp(x)==aF'ap(x)+bG'ap(x) a.e. inL
. And,

           aF'ap(x)+bG'ap(x)==of(x)+bg(x) a.e. in L

,Hence

                                              '           (DC)S,(af(x)+bg(x))dx=a･(DC)S,f(x)dx+b･(DC)S,g(x)dx.

    By a similar argument, we have a proof of the same proposition with D*C in place

･of DC.

 Theorem 4.7. 11ff(x) is DC-integrable on I=[a, b], then f(x) is DC-integrable on

 [c, d] fbr anpt Pair (c, d) (c. dE(I-A)) where A is an enumerable set.

    The same ProPosition with D*C in Place of DC holds good, too.

 [Proof] The non-valued domain* of indefinite DC-integral of f(x) on [a, b] is an

･enumerable (or finite) set.

'Theorem 4.8. lf f(x) is DC-integrable on each of [a, b] and [b, c],the4 f(x) is

 DC-integrable on [a, c] and

           (DC)Si f(x)dx=(DC)S: f(x)dx+(DC)Si f(x)dx.

                                       '
    The same ProPosition with D*C in Place of DC holds good, too.

'theorem 4.9. ly" both f(x) and g(x) are DC-integrable on [a, b] 'and iLle f(x)})g(x)

"alnzost everywhere in [a, b], then

             (Dc)S: f(x)dx }i(Dc)S: g(x)dx.

    The same Proposition with D*C in Place of DC holds good, too.

 [Proof] Since f(x) is DC-integrable on [a, b], there is a function F(x). which is ACP

on [a, b] such that F'ap(x)==f(x) almost everywhere in [a, b]. And, since g(x) is DC-

     * Cf. [2], Definition 2.3.
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 integrable on [a, b] there is a function G(x) which is ACP on [a, b] such that G'ap(x>

 ==g(x) almost everywhere in [a, b]. Set O(x)=F(x)-G(x) and q(x)=f(x)-g(x).

 then O(x) is ACP on [a, b] and ¢'ap(x)==q(x) almost everywhere in [a, b]. q(x) is

 nmOonn':teognaetiVneon.adieMc?2tasienVg9rYHWehnecree in [a' b]: Hence, by Theorem 3.n in [2], o(x) is

           O:fge(b) -e(a) == (DC)S: op(x)dx== (DC)S: f(x)dx-(DC)S: g(x)dx.

              '                                                       ' Hence we have
                                             '
             (DC) S.b f(x)dx2(DC)S: g(X)dX･

 of DBcY. a SiMilar argUment, we have a proof of the same proposition with D*C in place-

 Theorem 4. Ie. ly' a junction (x) defined almost everywhere in' [a, b] has f(x)=b

almost evenyywhere in [a, b], f(x) is D*C-integrable-and hence DC-integrable---and

             (D*C)Sif(x)dx=(Dc)S.bf(x)dx==o.

 [Proof] A function F(x) having F(x)==O for all xE [a, b] is a indefinite D*C-integral.

of f(x). And F(b)-F(a)==O.
                          '
Thegrem 4.11. Let f(x) be a .frtnction dofned almost everywhere in [a, b].

   i) 111'A isa set which is dence in an oPen interval (a, a') (a<a'<b) and ilf'

f(x) is DC-integrable on each [s, b] (SGA) and ij' there is

            ,.l.'i,M.,*..(DC)i: f(x)4x (¥±oo),

then f(x) is DC-integrable on [a, b] and

     ･ (DC)S:f(")dX ?7,,,/j.gl-..(DC)!',f(x)dx. . .

  ii) 111e B is a set which is dence in an oPen interval (b', b) (a<b'<b) ana ilf f(x),

is DC-integrable on each [a, t] (tEB) and ij" there is .. '
                                                        .t                                                                '
         ' ,,lil{,1.,(.D.,C)g:f(X) (=¥±OO)'

then f(x) is DC-integrable on [a, b] and
                                                    4
           ' (DC)S: f(x)dx :,i, ,/i.TI}.., gZ f(X)dX･

  iii) 111'A and B are sets which are dence in oPen intervals (a, a') and (b', b>v

£and<aif'<tbh'e;2)is.reSPeCtiVelY and ije f(x) is DC-integrable on each ,[s, t] (seA, tEB),

                                                                         '

    *Cf. [2], Definition 2.L '
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              (,,lieM.).(.DC)Sl f(X)dX (¥±oo),

              (tlteB)-)b
     then f(x) is DC-integrable on [a, b] and

              (DC)S: f(x)dx ?f,, ,1}Ip,..(DC)Sl f(x)dx.

                           (tltEB)->b
      The same ProPosition with D*C in Place of DC holds good, too.

  IProof] i) Let {an} be a sequence such that ai>a2>･･･.a & anEA(n=1, 2, ･･･).

  Since f(x) is DC-integrable on [an, b](n==1, 2, ･･･), there is a function 17;,(x) which is

i?--. ACP on [a., b] such that

              (F.)'ap(x) =f(x) a.e. in [an,b].

  We may assume that E}(an-i)=Fh--i(an-i). As there is ttm..(DC)S:.f(x)dx, hence there

  is lim(,F;,(b)--17;,(a.)). As Fi(b) =F2(b)==･'', hence there is Li.m..FLb(an)･

    n"get

           F(a)=lim E3(an),
           F(x)=ir(x) for xE(the domain of definition of Fi(x)),

           F(x)= F.(x) for xE((the domain of difinition of F.(x))

           -(the domain of definition of F,T-i(x))) (n==2, 3, ･･･).

  We shall paove that F(x) is ACP on [a, b].

      The non-valued domain De of F(x) is equal to W (the non-valued domain of Eb(x)),

  hence De is a scattered set.

      We shall prove that F(x) is continuous on the domain D==[a, b]-Do of the defini-

  tion. It is obvious that F(x) is continuous at each x(xED&x=¥a). We shall prove

  that F(x) is continuous at x=a. By the assumption,(.t}iLIp)..{7(x)==F(a). Hence, for any

  e>O, there isanumber 6>O such that IF(x)--F(a)1< ; for all x(x-a<6&xEAnD).

  We may assume 6<a'--a. For any PED--A(O<P--a<6), there is an integer n such

  that PE(an,b). Since Fh(x)==F(x) for every xE(the domain D. of definition of 17h(x)),

  deve have ll7(x)--F(a)I< S for all x(x-a<6 & xEAnDn). Since ,F;}(x) is continuous

  on Dn, we have IEb(P)-F(a)ls;;-S-<e･

      Hence .F(x) is contiunous at a. Hence F(x) is continuous on D. From the fact that

  F(x) is continuous on D and the definition of F(x), we can easily conclued that F(x) is

  para contiunous on [a, b].

      Secondly, we shall prove that F(x) is ACP on [a, b].

      Let G be an open set which contains the non-valued domain of F(x). Then. G'==G

   --((Uan)UaUb) is also an open set which containts the non-valued domain of F(x).

  And,"Gtn[a., b] is an open set which contatins the non-valued domain of Ei(x). Since

  E,(x) is ACP [a.,b], there isa function ¢,n(x)'which is ACG on [an,b] such that

  ¢n(x)=Fh(x) for each xE([an,b]-G'). Represent the open set G'n[a.,b] by the
  zanion 8(ci,c;)((ci,c;･)n(cj,cS) :o] if i#7') of an enumerable of open intervals, and set

       i-1

,
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           ern(X)= ¢n(X) fOr Xe([tZn, b]"U(Ci, C;')),
                                       i
                         cZi.(c;･)-¢(ci)           Yn(X)=tPn(Ci)+                                     (x-ci) for xE(ci,e;･),
                            c;･ ---- ci

             (i--1, 2, ･･･),

then eq.(x) is ACG on [cx., b]. And, erm(x)=ern(x) for each xE[Max(a., an), b]. Set

             er (a) == F(a) (=lim ,F;,(a.)),

                            n÷ee            T(x)=O.(x) 'for xE[a.,b].

Then, we can prove that er(x) is continuous on [a, b] by a fact that F(x) is continuous

on D. Hence ur(x) is ACG on [a, b]. And, er(x)=17(x) for each xE([a, bl-G'). As

G'cG, q(x)=F(x) for each xE([a, b]-G). Hence F(x) is ACP on [a, b]. Henee

f(x) is DC-integrable on [a, b] and

           (DC)Sb.f(x)dx=F(b)-F(a)==F(b)-//.m..Fva(an5=tt-m...("Fh(b)-Fh(an))

              " /i.M..(DC) g:.f(X) dX =?, l'l{l. ,(-.D. C)S: f(")dX' '

    We can prove ii) and iii) by similar argtiments.

    By similer arguments, we have proof of the same proposition with D*C in place of

DC.

Theorem 4.12. A junction f(x) which is DC-integrable on [a, b] is necessarily

measurable and almost evenyywhere finite in [a, b].

[Proof] Since f(x) is DC-integrable, there is a function F(x) which is ACP on [a, b]

such that almost everywhere F'ap(x)=f(x) in [a, b]. Let A be the non-valued domain

and let {Gvaln==1, 2, ･･･} be a sequence of open sets such that GnDA(n=1, 2, t-･) &

G.C(a, b) (n==1, 2, ･･･) & mGn-O. For each Gn, there is a function .Fbe(x) which is

ACG on [a, b] such that E},(x) =F(x) for each xE[a, b]-Gva. Set H;b=[a, b]-G.J

then almost everywhere (jF;,)'ap(x) = l7'ap(x) =f(x) in H*n. Hence .ICkH.)(x)** is measurable

and almost everywhere finite in HLa. Hence .ICtuff.)(x) is measurable and almost every-

                                        n
where finite in UH;b. As m([a, b]-UH;i)=O, f(x) is measurable and almost everywhere

             nn                                                                         'finite in [a, b].

      5. Relations with Denjoy integral and principal value of integral

Theorem 5.1. 111' a junction f(x) is fS)-integrable on [a,b], then f(x) is DC-integrable

on [a, b]/ and

            (DC)Si f(x)dx==(fS))S: f(x)dx.

[Proof] Any function which is ACG on [a, bl is ACP on [a, b].

     * Cf. The proof of Theorem 4.1.

    ** Let ¢(x) bea function defined ona set X and let X'C X. We denote the following
function th(x) defined on X' by q(x')(x): ab(x)=op(x) for each xEX'.



Theorem 5.1'. 1]f a junction f(x) ,is SS)*-integrable on [a, b], then f(x) is D*C-in-

etgrable on [a, b] and

            (D*C)S: f(x)dx == (fS)*)S: f(x)dx.

Theorem 5.2. A functionf(x) which is DC-integrable and is non-negative almost

everywhere in I=[a, b] is necessarily B-integrable* on L

[Proof] Let F(x) be an indefinite DC-integral, then F(x) is approximately derivable

almost everywhere in I and

            F'.,(x) =f(x) a.e. in L

Since f(x)20 a.e. in L by Theorem 3.9 in [2], F(x) can be extended to a function

¢(x) which is ACG on [a, b]. Since

            ¢'.,(x)==F'.,(x) =f(x) a.e. in L
we have
           (D)S, f(x)dx = e(b)-O(a) =F(b) -F(a) :T- (DC)S, f(x)dx.

Theorem 5.3. There is a funetion which is DC (or D*C)-integrable and in not ES>

(or fS)*)-integrable on [a, b].

[Proof] There are many examples.

(Rernark) Example 1. f(O)==O,

                     f(x)==--1ie- for o<lxlf{gi.

                     (D.C)Sl, f(x)dx=(Dc)Sl, f(x)dx==o.

   f(x) is not SE)-integrable on [-1, 1].

Example 2.
           '                                                -2                             -3                                      -1                   1          f(X)==-2r2nx+2 fOr 22n-SIgXS{:-2T,h- &XSF 22. ,.

                                                 31                              -3                                         -2                      -1          f(x) =O for 22. <X<22(..1) or X =-21,.m or 22(.+1)<X< 22i'

                 or x=:-2?/si- or 'x=O,

          f(x)=22nl-2 for 2i2va :{ixsi:HSI,T & x=¥ 24n ,

               ･ (n=1, 2, 3, ･･･).
           (D,c) j 3-i,`, ,f(x) dx == (Dc ) ! 3-f;l, f( x) dx == o.

   f(x) is not EE)-integrable and also has not the principal value* on S･integral.

Theorem 5.4. 111' a junction f(x) has the PrinczPal value on DC-integral on [a, b],

    * B-integrable==Lebesgue integrable.

    ** 2gve((D )Sl-Ef(x)dx+ (D )S:., f(x)dx)･
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i.e. ije there is

           (?)S: f(x)dx =1,i.m,((DC)S:MEf(x)+(DC)S:.,f(x)dx)*

for a number c(a<c<b), then f(x) is DC-integrable on [a, b] and

           (DC)S: f(x)dx-= (?)S: f(x)dx.

    The same ProPosition with D*C in Place of DC holds good, too.

 [Proof] Set
        '                                                                 '    F(x) :(DC)g.as f(t)dt for each x(af{Zx<c) & f(t) is DC-integrable on [x, c]),

    F(x)==(?)Si f(x)dx-(DC)S: f(t)dt for each x(c<xf{ib) & f(t) is DC-integrable

on [x, b]).

Tnen, F(x) is continuous on (a,b)-A where A is a scattered set.** And

          lim (F(e+e)-F(c-e))          (Etc+E. c-EE(the domain of definttien of F(x))->O

              =//.M,((?)S: f(t)dt-(DC)i:.,f(t)dt-(Dc)S[-Ef(t)dt=,o.

Hence F(x) is para continuous on [a) b]. We can easily iprove that F(x) is ACP orv

[a, b]. And

          F'.p(x)==f(x) a.e. in [a, b].

Hence f(x) is DC-integrable on [a, b] and

         (DC)S.b f(x)dx==F(b)-F(a) ==(?)Si f(x)dx-(DC)S: f(t)4t-(DC)S.a f(t)dt

                 = (?)S: f(X)dx.

   We have a proof of the same proposition on D*C by a similar argument.

Theorem 5.5. Given a non-decreasing sequence {f;,(x)} ofjunetions which are DC-

integrable on an interval I and whose dofnite DC-integrals over I constitute a seqzaence

bounded above, the junction f(x) =limf;,(x) is DC-integrable on I and
                             n-eo
           (DC)S, f(x)dx==li.m(DC)S, .IC;,(x)dx.

    The same ProPosition with D*C in Place of DC holds good, too.

[Proof] .f;,(x)-fi (x) (n=2, 3, ･･･)

is DC-integrable on L and f;,(x)-fl(x)>-"O. Hence, by Theorem 5.2, f;b(x)-.fl(x) is S-

integrable on L Since DC-integrals over l of {.1`;z(x)In=1,2, ･･･} constitute a sequence.

bounded above, there is a number G such that

                            '
    * Now we write (61 There are both (DC)Si-Efdx and (DC)Sb,.Efdx)--,-O by e.O.

                    '   ** A)c.



                                      '
          G>(DC)S, f;,'(x)dx (n==1, 2, xi.). '

Hence
           (ES))S, (.IC;b(x) -fl (x))dx= (DC)j, ( f;,(x) ･--fl (x))dx

              =(DC)i: f;,(x)dx-(DC)S: fl(x)dx<G-(DC)S: fl(x)dx.

Hence
    {(S)S:(.11z(x)-fi(x))dxln==1, 2, ･･･} is bounded above, hence

           (D) S: l3'SM..(Sb(X) -fl (X))dX== li.M.. (D) S:(fh(X) -Hfk ("))dX'

Hence
      (DC)S:(f(X)-fl(X))dX==(DC)S.b .lig} (fn(x)-fl(x))dx

           ==.IJ'{} (DC)S: (fn(X) -.11 (X) )dX ==21Il} (DC) S: .f;z(X)dX- (DC) S: fU (X)dX ･

Hence we have

           (DC)S: f(x)dx-=ILm..(DC)S: f;,(x)dx.

    We have a proof of the same proposition on D*C by a similar argument.

Theorem 5.6. I]1' a function f(x) is DOinCegrable on [a, b], then, .for aay Pair

(a', b') (as{:a'<b's:b), there are a" and b" (a'E{[a"<b"E{lb') such that f(x) is 8-in-

tegrable on [a", bl'].

 [Proof] Let F(x) be an indefinite DC-integral on [a, b]. Since the non-valued domain

A of F(x) is scattered, 'A is nowhere dence. Hence, for a' and b', there are al and bl

 (a'E{;al<blf{;;b') such that F(x) is ACG on [a{, bf]. Hence f(x) is S-integrable on [a!,

bl]. Hence there are a" and b" (alsga"<b"f{;b{) such that f(x) is £-integrable on [a",

btt].

    The integration by parts, Stieltjes integral, and constructive definition of DC-integral

shall be studied in Part III.
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